FUJITSU GRANTS MANAGER

Solution Overview
FGM SOLUTION

Fujitsu Grants Manager is a total solution for the end to end management of your Grants Process Lifecycle. It consists of an online web portal hosted on Microsoft Azure, combined with Microsoft Power Platform. It delivers secure workflow-based registration, application assessment, award and associated management processes. Resulting in reduced time between application and award, which will provide management with a view of grant statuses, results and outcomes.

Fujitsu’s Grants Manager delivers an immediate return on investment (ROI). Deployment is fast, instant value is provided to end users and it is easy to achieve rapid efficiency gains. Costs for on-going maintenance and upgrades are minimal, adding to a low total cost of ownership.

Key Benefits – Fujitsu Grants Manager

- Fits your people: Rich capabilities within familiar browsers and Microsoft Office experience.
- Fits your business: Flexible design and process automation with real-time business insight.
- Fits your environment: Fast to deploy, simple to customise and easy to manage.
- Reduced Rework: Validating data as it is entered ensures a greater number of applications can be processed first time.
- Clearer Visibility of Funding: Detailed reporting on the status of funds and funding is available from the system in real time.
- Auditing & Compliance: All activities, decisions, and modifications to grants data are recorded throughout the ‘grants lifecycle’ and can easily be accessed for audit and compliance purposes.
- Application Status: Applicants can monitor and review the status of their applications on the portal.
- Security: Only authorised users have access to the information you want them to see.
- Improved Reporting: D365 provides powerful easy to use reporting.
- D365 Functionality: Because the application is built on the D365 platform, all standard functionality is available with the system.
- Application Integration: The application can be easily integrated with other systems such as finance, email and document management.
- Portal Integration: The portal can be implemented with any existing back end grants system.
- The Fujitsu Grants Manager has been redeveloped to rapidly improve the efficiency of your Grant Management processing. Not only is it easy to implement and maintain, it has clear return on investment. Fujitsu will work with you to determine the most appropriate deployment option for your organisation, taking into consideration your budget, timeframe and your specific Grant processing requirements.
KEY FEATURES

- Programme creation
- Budget / financials
- Programme promotion & enquiry
- Programme application
- Application assessment & decision
- Funding Agreement
- Payments
- Variations
- Progress / Final Reporting

- Data Reporting
- Communications
- Portal Management
- Security
- Configuration by the business not the developers
- Delivers the principle Grants types
  - Eligibility
  - Competitive
  - Prizes
  - Rebates
“Configuration by the business not the developers”

- The ability for business users to configure the Programs within a single Power App.
- No reliance on a developer or development release cycles.
- The business has complete control over the release of the Program.
FGM DELIVERED AS 5 POWER APPS

- Targeted to the specific Persona
- System Administrators can still control user access by assigning Roles to the App.
- Users will only see the Apps they have access to.
FGM ADMINISTRATION

The Administrators work within this App to perform all administration functions, such as:

- FGM level configuration
- System Integration settings
- Static Page Contents
- Maintaining reference entities
The Configurers work within this App to perform all configuration functions, such as:

- Program and Budget Configuration.
- Committee / Panel Configuration
- Master Question Groups
The Assessors would work within this App to perform all assessment functions, such as:

- Eligibility Assessments
- Merit Assessments
FGM FOR BUSINESS

The general business users would work within this App to access Grant related data, normally as a read-only user, such as:

- Applications that are under a Funding Agreement
- Quality Assurance items
- Reports
- Payments
- Variations
- Debts
The decision makers would work within this App to perform all decision related functions, such as:

- Approving Budgets and Decisions
- Approving Reports
- Approving Payments
- Approving Variations